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Abstract
We de0ne a general Wiener disorder problem in which a sudden change in a time pro0le
of unknown size has to be detected in white noise of small intensity. Since both the time
of the change and its size are unknown, this problem is considerably harder than standard
Wiener disorder problems where the size of the change is assumed to be known a priori. We
formulate the problem within the Bayesian framework of nonlinear 0ltering theory, and use
Strassen’s functional law of the iterated logarithm to bound stochastic measures which arise in
the nonlinear 0ltering equations. This leads to explicit expressions for the detection delay in the
optimal statistics for small noise intensities, and we indicate how these can be used to analyse
the detection delays of recursive suboptimal detection algorithms for this problem. c© 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Classical problems of Wiener disorder consider the detection of a shift in the mean
of a one-dimensional Brownian motion process which happens at a random time that is
called the change point. More precisely, on a suitable probability space (;F; P) with
a 0ltration {Ft ; t ¿ 0} satisfying the usual conditions, a continuous random process
{Y t ; t ¿ 0} is de0ned which satis0es the stochastic di<erential equation:
dY t = a1{t¿} dt +  dWt; Y

0 = 0: (1.1)
Here a = 0 and  = 0 are known constants which represent the size of the disturbance
and the intensity of the noise, respectively, {(Wt;Ft); t ¿ 0} is a standard Wiener
process and  is the change point: a strictly positive stochastic variable with known
distribution function. The aim of the problem is to 0nd a stopping time ta with respect
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to the 0ltration generated by the observations process Yt = ({Ys; 06 s6 t}) (this
stopping time is called the alarm) which satis0es the following two properties:
• after the change point, the alarm should be raised quickly, i.e. the detection delay,
the time between the change point and the alarm, should be small, and
• at any time before the change point, the probability of the alarm being raised (i.e.
a false alarm) should be small.
Various trade-o<s between these two conGicting requirements have been proposed.
In Shiryayev (1963) the author de0nes a cost criterion
E[ta −  | ta ¿ ] + cP(ta ¡ );
where c is a strictly positive 0xed constant. It is shown that if the change point 
is exponentially distributed with parameter  then this cost function is minimized by
raising an alarm as soon as the conditional probability that the change has occurred
hits a certain prescribed level K which depends on a; ;  and c:
ta = inf{t¿0: t¿K(a; ; ; c)}; t = P(t¿ |Yt ): (1.2)
The process {t; t¿0} is shown to satisfy the stochastic di<erential equation
dt = (1− t) dt + a2 t(1− t)(dY

t − at dt); 0 = 0 (1.3)
and this equation therefore provides a recursive solution to the problem which can be
implemented quite easily. In Shiryayev (1965) it is shown that the same stopping time
solves the problem of minimizng the expected detection delay E[ta −  | ta ¿ ] among
all stopping times ta which have a given probability of false alarm P(ta ¡ )= . The
constant K(a; ; ; c) should then simply be replaced by 1−. Note that we may interpret
the constant c in our earlier formulation as a Lagrange multiplier for this problem.
One may also formulate cost criteria outside the Bayesian framework, such as the
minimax criteria which are often used in discrete-time detection problems (Basseville
and Nikiforov, 1993). It has recently been shown that a continuous-time analogue of
the celebrated CUSUM scheme is optimal for such problems (Shiryayev, 1996).
However, all these methods have in common that they can only be applied when
the size of the change a is known a priori. If we assume instead that the disturbance
a equals a second stochastic variable a = X (!), which is independent of the change
point (!), then the detection problem becomes considerably harder. A formula for
the conditional probability that a change has occurred t = P(t¿  |Yt ) can still be
derived within the framework of nonlinear 0ltering theory, but there no longer exists
a recursive method such as (1.3) to calculate it explicitly.
In Fotopoulos (1994) an asymptotic analysis is carried out to study the behaviour of
conditional statistics such as the conditional probability t and the conditional estimate
of the size of the change E[X |Yt ] when the noise intensity 2 tends to zero. It is proven
there that under appropriate conditions the optimal nonlinear 0lter has an asymptotic
detection delay of
 () = 2
2
X 2
ln
1
2
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when  ↓ 0, in a sense that will be de0ned rigorously in Section 3. Loosely speaking
this means that for small  the conditional probability that a jump has occurred will stay
close to zero in the time interval [;  +  ()] and become close to one immediately
afterwards.
Such a result is not only interesting in itself, but also as a performance criterion
which enables us to compare recursive suboptimal schemes for detection problems
involving unknown changes. In Fotopoulos (1994) it is shown that if we use (1.3) to
calculate a process {t; t¿0} with a certain guessed value a for the jump size, then
the asymptotic detection delay in {t; t¿0} for a jump size X will be equal to
 a() = 2
2
X 2 − (X − a)2 ln
1
2
;
on the set {! ∈ : X (!)¿ 12a; aX (!)¿ 0}, which shows that  a()¿ () unless
X = a. Using this result one may then discretize the state space for the jump size X
and run many parallel detectors of the form (1.2) to obtain a detection algorithm with
a guaranteed maximal asymptotic detection delay.
In this paper we shall generalize the asymptotic detection delay results to a much
wider class of change detection problems. Instead of observations of the form (1.1)
we consider an observation process which represents the so-called generalized Wiener
disorder problem
dY t = Xh(t − )1{t¿} dt +  dWt; Y 0 = 0;
which means that we want to detect a general time pro0le h of unknown size X in
Gaussian white noise. Typical examples include, apart from the original Wiener disorder
problem we described above, the important problem of the detection of a change in
slope (h(t)=t). Moreover, we will show that the earlier mentioned suboptimal algorithm
based on the discretization of the state space of X has a natural analogue for these
more complicated problems, and that we may again calculate the asymptotic detection
delay  a() for such suboptimal algorithms.
2. The general change detection model
We de0ne (;F; P) to be the complete canonical probability space for Brownian
motion, that is we take  = C([0;∞[), the set of all scalar continuous functions on
R+; F the usual -algebra generated by the topology of uniform convergence on
compacta, and P the Wiener measure on F. Let {Ft ; t¿ 0} be a 0ltration, i.e. an
increasing family of -algebras which is right-continuous and with F0 containing all
P-null sets. We will use P(A) as a shorter notation for P({! ∈ : A(!)}) throughout
this paper.
Let X ∈ R and  ∈ ]0;∞[ be two independent 0nite random variables on  with
distribution functions F and G, respectively. We will write dF for the measure associ-
ated with the distribution function F and in those parts of the paper where we assume
that dF is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, we will denote
its Radon–Nikodym derivative, the probability density of X , by f. We will always
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assume that G has a bounded and continuous density g which is strictly positive on
its entire domain R+. We de0ne a right-continuous Jump Process
St =
{
0; 06 t ¡ ;
X; t ¿ 
(2.1)
and will in the sequel refer to X as the jump size and to  as the jump time or change
point. We use the notation Et = 1{t¿} for the stochastic process with unit jump, so
St = XEt . We assume that P(X = 0) = 0 which implies that the signal St does indeed
contain a jump at t =  almost surely.
We assume that this Jump Process St is observed in a certain general time pro0le, un-
der additive white noise. We therefore de0ne a scalar observation process {Y t ; t¿0} by
dY t = Sth(t − ) dt +  dWt; Y 0 = 0; (2.2)
where {(Wt;Ft); t¿0} is a standard Brownian motion on (;F; P) which is indepen-
dent of both X and , and  is a real positive parameter representing the intensity of
the noise. Throughout the paper, the function h : R→ R is assumed to be continuous
and in L2loc with h(t) = 0 for all t ¡ 0, so that
H (t) =
∫ t
0
h2(s) ds; At =
∫ t
0
h(t − s) dWs (2.3)
are both well de0ned for all 0xed t¿0. We emphasize two special cases of our general
model. If we can observe St directly under white noise, we have that h(t) = 1. We
will refer to this case as the Pure Jump Problem; this case was analysed extensively
in Fotopoulos (1994). Analogously, we de0ne the Slope Jump Problem to be the case
where h(t) = t.
In the theorems that we will prove in this paper we will use di<erent combinations
from the following set of possible additional assumptions on h and the distribution of
X (with n ∈ R+):
(A0) The function h is continuously di<erentiable on ]0;∞[, with h(0) = 1
and limt↓0 h′(t)¡∞.
(An) The function h is continuously di<erentiable on ]0;∞[, with h(0) = 0
and limt↓0 h′(t)=ntn−1 = 1.
(Bn) There exists a #¿ 2=(2n+ 1) such that E|X |−# ¡∞, (n ∈ R+).
(C) If I is an interval of strictly positive length then
∫
I |h(u)| du¿ 0.
(D) F has a density f which is bounded almost everywhere on R.
Conditions (An) simply state that h(t) behaves like tn locally around the origin.
Note that in (An) the limit of h′(t)=(ntn−1) is chosen to be equal to one without loss
of generality: it may be equal to any nonzero constant, since any constant in front of
h can be absorbed in the stochastic variable X without changing our formulation of
the problem. Also remark that condition (Bn) is always satis0ed if n¿ 12 and (D) is
satis0ed, since we can then take #¡ 1. Obviously, condition (Bn) is also satis0ed for
all n ∈ N if there exists an interval I of strictly positive length around the origin such
that P(X ∈ I) = 0.
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Let St be an increasing sub--algebra of Ft which is right-continuous and such
that S0 contains all P-null sets in F, and both X and 1{t¿ } are St-measurable for
all t ¿ 0, i.e. X is S0-measurable and  is a stopping time with respect to St . The
-algebra St represents the state information up to time t. Likewise, we de0ne Yt as
the -algebra generated by the observation process up to time t:
Yt
def= (Y s ; 06 s6 t) ⊂Ft :
We will analyse the behaviour of conditional statistics of the form E[&(X; ; t) |Yt ],
where the function & :R×R+×R+ → R is Borel-measurable in its 0rst two arguments.
Two examples which are of obvious interest are the conditional distribution of the Jump
Process and the conditional probability that the jump has already occurred before the
current time t:
P(St ∈ B |Yt ); P(t ¿  |Yt ); (2.4)
where B ⊆ R is a Borel-measurable set. Since both statistics in (2.4) can, in fact, be
calculated from the conditional distribution of the signal process St given the observa-
tion record Yt (since {!: t ¿ (!)}={!: St(!) = 0} almost surely), this conditional
distribution will be the main subject of our analysis.
To keep the nonlinear 0lter equations simple, we will study this conditional dis-
tribution on a 0xed 0nite time interval [0; T ], for a constant T ¿ 0, and our results
concerning the post-jump time period will always be understood to have been condi-
tioned on the set {! ∈ : (!)6 T} throughout the rest of the paper.
3. Main results
Let an observation process be given as de0ned in (2.2) and let the time pro0le of
the change h satisfy condition (An) for some n ∈ R+. To characterize the speed of
detection for vanishing noise intensity ( ↓ 0), we need to de0ne a new -dependent
time scale.
To do so, let ) : R+ → R+ be a strictly positive continuous scalar function, and
de0ne for Borel-measurable sets B:
%+)()(B) = P(St ∈ B |Yt )|t=+)();
i.e. the probability that the conditional estimate of St is contained in the set B at the
-scaled time t = + )() after the change point . We assume that
lim
↓0
)()
 ()
= +;
where the characteristic time scale  () is de0ned by
 () =
(
2
2
X 2
ln
1
2
)1=(2n+1)
(3.1)
and where + may be +∞, as long as we still have that lim↓0 )() = 0.
The following theorem now shows how quickly the conditional probability mass
shifts from the origin to the value X for small . It is an extension of an earlier result
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proven in (Fotopoulos, 1994) which dealt with case I for the Pure Jump Problem,
where h(t) = 1 for all t ¿ 0.
Theorem 3.1. Let assumptions (C) and (D) and those mentioned in this section
be satis:ed; and choose any ,¿ 0. Then we have the following convergence in
probability:
(I) If assumption (An) is satis:ed then
+¡ 1⇒ lim
↓0
%+)()([− ,; ,]) = 1; (3.2)
+=∞⇒ lim
↓0
%+)()([X − ,; X + ,]) = 1: (3.3)
(II) If assumptions (An) and (Bn) are satis:ed then
+¡ 1⇒ lim
↓0
%+)()([− ,; ,]) = 1; (3.4)
+¿ 1⇒ lim
↓0
%+)()([X − ,; X + ,]) = 1: (3.5)
For obvious reasons we will refer to the time  () as the asymptotic estimation
delay. We remark that the extra condition (Bn) needed for the second result of the
theorem is actually quite mild: it is only slightly stronger than requiring that the asymp-
totic estimation delay itself has 0nite expectation (E ()¡∞). As we remarked before,
condition (D) ensures that it is satis0ed automatically for n¿ 12 (which includes the
Slope Jump Problem h(t) = t), but for 0 6 n¡ 12 there is a ‘gap’ in the theorem.
However, from the proof that we will give in the next section one may conclude that
the stronger second result (3.5) is valid for n= 12 even when (B
1
2) is not satis0ed.
We also remark that the condition + =∞ in (3.3) is only needed if we want to
prove a result for all ,¿ 0 at the same time. For a :xed value of , it is enough
to choose + larger than a 0nite constant which depends on ,, but since there are no
simple bounds available on such constants, we have just treated the case where +=∞
here.
Having treated the delay in estimation we now state a result concerning the delay in
detection. We de0ne the scaled conditional probability that a change has occurred as
J +)() = P(t¿ |Yt)|t=+)():
Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3:1 be satis:ed. Then we have the
following convergence in probability:
(I) If assumption (An) is satis:ed then 1
+¡ (n+ 12)
1=(2n+1) ∧ 1⇒ lim
↓0
J +)() = 0;
+¿ 1⇒ lim
↓0
J +)() = 1:
1 We use a ∧ b to denote the minimum of two numbers a and b.
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(II) If assumptions (An) and (Bn) are satis:ed then
+¡ 1⇒ lim
↓0
J +)() = 0;
+¿ 1⇒ lim
↓0
J +)() = 1:
We see that for n¡ 12 there is again a gap in the conditions of the Theorem. If there
is a signi0cant probability of St jumping to a value close to zero (in the sense that
(Bn) is not satis0ed) we cannot guarantee that the probability mass will be concentrated
in the origin for times in the interval [ + (n + 12)
1=(2n+1) ();  +  ()]. This is due
to the fact that in this case the -order of the probability mass around zero may be
di<erent from the probability mass on the rest of the interval, as we will show in
Theorem 4.2 in the next section. As  becomes smaller, the probability mass becomes
more and more concentrated around the origin, but unless (Bn) is satis0ed, it does not
necessarily all end up at the origin. That this e<ect does indeed take place and is not
just a consequence of our bound in the 0rst part of this Theorem 4.2 not being sharp,
was proven in Clark (1991). In that paper it is shown that if (A0) is satis0ed and the
measure dF(x) has a continuous density f(x) around the origin with f(0) = 0, then
the probability mass on an interval around the origin (excluding the origin itself) is of
exact order , while the probability mass outside such intervals is of exact order 2.
In this sense, the result of Theorem 3.2 cannot be improved.
We have now completely characterized the asymptotic behaviour of the optimal 0lter
for a general estimation and detection problem. However, the optimal 0lter equations
will be too complicated for implementation in many practical applications, since es-
timates cannot be calculated recursively. It is therefore useful to investigate whether
simpler (and thus necessarily suboptimal) 0lters can be designed which allow easier
implementation, while their performance is still close to the performance of the optimal
0lter. We will now propose such a suboptimal detection algorithm for our general class
of models, which is a direct extension of the approximation proposed in Fotopoulos
(1994) for the jump problem, and derive an explicit expression for its detection delay.
This will then show that the concept of asymptotic detection delay may be of practi-
cal interest in the assessment of the behaviour of recursive suboptimal schemes when
compared to optimal but non-recursive methods.
The powerful idea behind the approximation as formulated in Fotopoulos (1994) is
quite simple. We approximate the optimal change-point detection algorithm by using
a design based on the assumption that X is actually known a priori to be equal to
a constant a. We then hope that after the change to X , which in general will not be
equal to a, the detector will still manage to detect suNciently quickly that a change
has occurred, so we can then start an appropriate 0lter (a Kalman 0lter for example)
to estimate the unknown value of X . Note that the freedom in the choice of the
constant a may be used to try to improve the performance of the algorithm by tuning
it appropriately.
The simpli0cation in the nonlinear 0lter equations, based on ‘guessing’ the value
a for the jump, means that we now substitute a Dirac measure at a for the a priori
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probability measure dF of the jump size X in the expressions for the conditional statis-
tics. This does not mean that X will now have this Dirac measure as its distribution;
we just study the resulting stochastic process under whatever probability distribution
we like to put on X . We have only changed our 0ltering equations to make them
simpler, and these equations now no longer represent an optimal 0lter but just an ap-
proximation to the optimal 0lter. To emphasize this, we denote the conditional statistic
which approximates the conditional probability that a jump has occurred in these sim-
pli0ed equations by J a;t , and we will now characterize the asymptotic delay when this
statistic is used for detection purposes. How J a;t is calculated will be made explicit in
Eq. (4.6).
To get a clear result which will be simple to interpret and avoid excessive notation,
we will assume that h satis0es h(t)= tn for all t ¿ 0 and some 0xed n ∈ R+ instead of
the more general condition (An). However, a similar analysis as before can be applied
for the more general case.
Theorem 3.3. Let h(t) = tn for an n ∈ R+ and let a = 0 be a :xed real number. Let
) : R+ → R+ be a strictly positive continuous function such that
lim
↓0
)() = 0; lim
↓0
)()
 a()
= +a; (3.6)
where +a may be +∞; and
 a() =
(
22 ln1=2
0(X; a)
)1=(2n+1)
; 0(X; a) = sup
−∞¡u61
0u(X; a) (3.7)
with
0u(X; a) = aX (4n+ 2)
∫ 1
u∨0
(s2 − us)n ds− a2(1− u)2n+1:
For all values of X and a where 0(X; a) is strictly positive and :nite; we have the
following convergence in probability:
+a ¡ 1⇒ lim
↓0
J a;+)() = 0; (3.8)
+a ¿ 1⇒ lim
↓0
J a;+)() = 1: (3.9)
This theorem thus shows how the asymptotic detection delay  a() of the suboptimal
algorithm depends on the true jump size X and the value of a. We note that it only
depends on the earlier de0ned asymptotic detection delay for unknown jump size  ()
and the ratio a=X , since one may easily check that in fact
 a() =  ()
(
0
(
1;
a
X
))−1=(2n+1)
:
A necessary condition for the quantity 0(X; a) in the theorem to be strictly positive is
that aX ¿ 0, i.e. the assumed jump value a and the true jump value X are of the same
sign. In practice, one may run two parallel detectors, one tuned at +a and one tuned
at −a, and raise an alarm whenever one of the two generated conditional probabilities
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reaches a certain threshold:
ta = inf {t ¿ 0: (J+a; t ∨ J−a; t )¿ 1}:
The condition aX ¿ 0 may easily be shown to be su=cient too for 0(X; a) to be strictly
positive for n¿ 0. For n = 0 a necessary and suNcient condition is that aX ¿ 0 and
|X |¿ 12 |a|.
The following corollary, which we state without proof since it can easily be derived
from the preceding theorem, shows that the conditional probability statistic J +)() is
optimal in a detection delay sense when compared to statistics J a;+)() generated by the
approximating scheme:
Corollary 3.1. Let the conditions of Theorem 3:3 be satis:ed; and let  () and  a()
be de:ned as in (3:1) and (3:7), respectively. For all values of X and a where the
expression 0(X; a) in (3:7) is strictly positive we have that
a = X ⇒  a()¿ X () =  ():
For n=0 and 1 we can calculate the function 0(X; a) explicitly. For the Pure Jump
Problem n= 0 we 0nd
0(X; a) = X 2 − (X − a)2 on {! ∈ : |X (!)|¿ 12 |a|; aX (!)¿ 0}:
This result, which we mentioned in the introduction, was proven earlier in Fotopoulos
(1994) using a similar proof and bears some resemblance to a result proven in Pollak
and Siegmund (1985). For the case n = 1 (which includes the Slope Jump Problem)
we 0nd, on {! ∈ : aX (!)¿ 0}
0(X; a) =


X 2
(
1− (
√
X −√a)2
(
√
X )2
)
; |X |¿ |a|;
X 2
(
1− (X − a)
2
(X + a)2
)
; |X |6 |a|:
Note that the result of Corollary 3.1 that the optimal detection delay  () is only
attained for X = a is instantly clear from these equations, and that over- and under-
estimation of the jump size X no longer has a symmetrical e<ect on the detection
delay, as it did for the Pure Jump Process.
We mentioned in our introduction that apart from small detection delay, the alarm
stopping times should also exhibit a small probability of false alarm. It is therefore
reassuring to know that both the optimal 0lter and the suboptimal approximations have
a probability of false alarm of order O(2=(2n+1)). This result can be derived from
Theorem 4.2 in the next section; details can be found in Vellekoop (1997).
In the next sections we will now prove the results mentioned in this section.
4. Some preliminary results
To prove the theorems of the previous section, we 0rst need an explicit expression
for the conditional density of the signal St given the observations. Such an expression
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can be derived using the Kallianpur–Striebel formula. The results we use are based on
Kallianpur (1980) and Wong and Hajek (1984), see Vellekoop (1997) for a full proof,
which will not be repeated here. We need the condition that for all n ∈ {0; 1; : : : ; N−1}
we have
E exp
[
1
2
∫ tn+1
tn
(Ss h(s− ))2 ds
]
¡∞ (4.1)
for some partition 0= t0 ¡t1 ¡ · · ·¡tN =T of the time interval (Karatzas and Shreve,
1988). We will assume this to be true from now on, and remark that this is satis0ed
if X is bounded almost surely, or if the tails of the probability density of X decay as
fast as those of a Gaussian density.
Theorem 4.1. If F has a density f on its entire domain R and (4.1) is satis:ed;
then the conditional distribution of the signal St ; given the observations Yt = ({Y s ;
06 s6 t}); is given by
P(St ∈ dx |Yt ) = (Nt )−1[qt (x) dx + (1− G(t)),0( dx)]; (4.2)
where ,0 represents Dirac measure and
qt (x) = f(x)
∫ t
0
g(r) exp
[
6t (x; r)
2
]
dr
with
6t (x; r) = x
∫ t
r
h(s− r) dY s −
1
2
x2
∫ t
r
h2(s− r) ds (4.3)
and where Nt is the normalizing factor
Nt = 1− G(t) +
∫
R
qt (x) dx: (4.4)
This completely characterizes the conditional statistics of the St-process. The condi-
tional probability that a change has occurred before time t is thus de0ned by
J t = P(St ∈ R \ {0} |Yt ) =
∫
R
∫ t
0 e
6t (x;r)=
2
g(r) dr dF(x)
1− G(t) + ∫R ∫ t0 e6t (x;r)=2g(r) dr dF(x) (4.5)
and the approximation J a;t for this expression (based on the assumption that we guess
X to be equal to a) that is analysed in Theorem 3.3 satis0es
J a;t =
∫ t
0 e
6t (a;r)=
2
g(r) dr
1− G(t) + ∫ t0 e6t (a;r)=2g(r) dr : (4.6)
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To prove the main results of the preceding section, we now start by deriving some
properties of the process {At; t ¿ 0}, which we de0ned in (2.3):
H (t) =
∫ t
0
h2(s) ds; At =
∫ t
0
h(t − s) dWs:
We saw in Theorem 4.1 that this stochastic integral arises in the exponential change
of measure that we used to 0nd the conditional distribution, and understanding its
properties is essential to derive results concerning this distribution.
Lemma 4.1. De:ne the stochastic process {At; t ¿ 0} as in (2:3) and suppose
assumption (An) is satis:ed for an n¿ 0. Then we have for almost all ! ∈ :
lim sup
r↓0
Ar(!)√
2r2n+1 ln ln 1=r
6 1: (4.7)
Proof. Our starting point will be a powerful result of Strassen for Brownian motion
processes {Wt; t ¿ 0}, which we will now state (see Strassen (1964) for a proof).
De0ne the stochastic processes
Wr;t =
Wrt√
2r ln ln 1=r
; W r; t =
Wrt√
2r ln ln r
for t ∈ [0; 1] and r ∈ ]0; e−1[ and r ∈ ]e;+∞[, respectively. Let ’ :C([0; 1]) → R
be a real-valued continuous functional (under the supremum norm) on C([0; 1]), the
space of continuous functions on [0; 1]. Strassen’s theorem then states that the set of
limit points of both {’(Wr;•)}0¡r¡e−1 and {’(Wr;•)}r¿e coincides almost surely with
’(A), the image under ’ of the set
A=
{
f ∈ C([0; 1]) :f(0) = 0; f absolutely continuous;
∫ 1
0
[f′(s)]2 ds61
}
:
Now suppose (An) is satis0ed for n¿ 0 (we will treat the case n = 0 afterwards).
Choose an arbitrarily small 8¿ 0. Because of condition (An) there exists an r0 ¿ 0
such that for 06r6r0 we have n(1− 8)rn−16h′(r)6n(1 + 8)rn−1. Take a positive
r¡r0. Applying Iˆto’s formula
&(Wr; r)− &(W0; 0) =
∫ r
0
@2&(Ws; s) ds+
∫ r
0
@1&(Ws; s) dWs +
1
2
∫ r
0
@21&(Ws; s) ds
to the function &(x; s) = xh(r − s) gives the partial integration formula
h(0)Wr =−
∫ r
0
Wsh′(r − s) ds+
∫ r
0
h(r − s) dWs; (4.8)
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so by applying this formula (with h(0) = 0 since n¿ 0), and a change of integration
variable s= ru we 0nd
Ar =
∫ r
0
h′(r − s)Ws ds= r
∫ 1
0
h′(r − ru)Wru du6 r
∫ 1
0
|h′(r − ru)||Wru| du
6 n(1 + 8)rn
√
2r ln ln 1r
∫ 1
0
(1− u)n−1
∣∣∣∣∣ Wru√2r ln ln 1=r
∣∣∣∣∣ du:
By Strassen’s result, the limit superior for r ↓ 0 of the integral on the right-hand side
is, by Fatou’s lemma, less than or equal to
lim sup
&∈A
∫ 1
0
(1− u)n−1|&(u)| du; (4.9)
where A is as de0ned in that lemma. But & ∈ A implies that |&(u)| 6 1 for all
u ∈ [0; 1], because
|&(u)|2 =
∣∣∣∣
∫ u
0
&′(v) dv
∣∣∣∣
2
6
(∫ u
0
dv
)(∫ u
0
[&′(v)]2 dv
)
6 u;
so the expression in (4.9) is smaller than n−1. This proves the statement for n¿ 0
since 8 can be taken arbitrarily small. The result for n = 0 can now easily be proven
by a similar argument.
As we remarked before, the reason for studying the asymptotic behaviour of the
stochastic process {At; t ¿ 0} is that we will frequently encounter the following
scaled versions of this process when analysing the stochastic processes which naturally
arise in the optimal 0lter equations:
Zt =
(At)2
H (t)
=
(
∫ t
0 h(t − s) dWs)2∫ t
0 h
2(s) ds
; Z˜ t =
At
H (t)
=
∫ t
0 h(t − s) dWs∫ t
0 h
2(s) ds
(4.10)
for t ¿ 0. Using the previous lemma, we can prove the following bounds on these
processes:
Lemma 4.2. Assume that (An) is satis:ed for an n¿ 0. Then
1: There exist strictly positive random variables r0(!) and constants K1; K˜1 ¿ 0
such that for all r ∈ ]0; r0(!)] we have; almost surely;
Zr 6 K1 ln ln 1r ;
|Z˜ r|6 r−n−1=2
√
K˜1 ln ln 1r :
2. There exists random variables K2(!); K˜2(!)¿ 0 such that for all r ∈ ]0; T ] we
have; almost surely
Zr 6 K2 + K1 ln ln( 1r + e);
|Z˜ r|6 r−n−1=2
√
K˜2 + K˜1 ln ln( 1r + e):
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Proof. First, if n¿ 0 choose Rr0 ¡ e−1 such that for 0¡r6 Rr0 we have
n(1 − 8)rn−1 6 h′(r) 6 n(1 + 8)rn−1. Integrating this relation over [0; r] gives that
(1− 8)rn 6 h(r)6 (1 + 8)rn, and integrating the square of this relation gives
(1− 8)2
(2n+ 1)
r2n+1 6 H (r)6
(1 + 8)2
(2n+ 1)
r2n+1 (4.11)
for 0 6 r 6 Rr0. This equation will obviously also be satis0ed for n = 0 if (A0) is
satis0ed and Rr0 is chosen appropriately. If we apply Lemma 4.1, we 0nd that there
exist r0(!)¿ 0 such that for r ∈ ]0; r0(!)] we have that
Ar(!)√
2r2n+1 ln ln 1r
6 2 (4.12)
and we may choose these r0(!) to be smaller than Rr0. But then
Zr =
(Ar)2
H (r)
6
8r2n+1 ln ln 1=r
H (r)
6
8(2n+ 1)
(1− 8)2 ln ln
1
r ;
which proves the 0rst result for Zr . The 0rst result for |Z˜ r|=
√|Zr|=H (r) now follows
immediately since
√
1=H (r)6 [(
√
2n+ 1)=(1− 8)]r−n−1=2 for r 6 Rr0.
To prove the second result, we 0rst remark that on ]0; r0(!)] the result is certainly
true for any choice of K2(!); K˜2(!)¿ 0 by what we have just proven. On [r0(!); T ]
we use a global form of the law of the iterated logarithm: for almost all ! ∈  we
have
sup
0¡s6T
|Ws(!)|√
2s ln ln (s+ s−1 + e)
=M (!) (4.13)
for some 0nite positive random variable M (!), so we have for r ∈ [r0(!); T ] that,
almost surely
Zr =
1
H (r)
(∫ r
0
h′(r − s)Ws ds+ h(0)Wr
)2
6
1
H (r0(!))
(
M (!)
√
2T ln ln (T + r0(!)−1 + e)(|h(0)|+ T sup
0¡u6T
|h′(u)|)
)2
:
(4.14)
This proves the second result for Zr if we de0ne the right-hand side of this equation
to be K2(!). The result for |Z˜ r|=
√|Zr|=H (r) on [r0(!); T ] again follows immediately
since
√
1=H (r)¡
√
1=H (r0(!)) on that interval.
Having proven these preliminary results, we are now in a position to generalize a
result reported in Clark (1991) which characterizes the -order of certain stochastic ex-
ponential integrals arising in the nonlinear 0ltering equation for the conditional density
(4.2). This theorem will be used extensively in the rest of the paper.
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Theorem 4.2. Let conditions (D) and (An) be satis:ed for some n¿ 0. For a :xed
0¡=6 1 and all 06 r 6 t let
6˜

t (x; r) = x
∫ t
r
h(s− r) dWs − 12=x
2
∫ t
r
h2(s− r) ds: (4.15)
De:ne -dependent times t() which are continuous in  and satisfy 0¡t¡ t()6 T
where t is a constant independent of . Let B ⊆ R be a Borel-measurable set;
and de:ne
>(B) =
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(r) exp
[
6˜

t()(x; r)
2
]
dr dF(x) (4.16)
with g :R+ → R+ a strictly positive and continuous function. Take an arbitrarily
small positive constant ,1 ¡ (2=(2n+1)∧ 1). Then there exist Borel-measurable sets
D ⊆  such that lim↓0 P(D) = 1 and
1. If B contains an interval around the origin we have for all ¿ 0 and all ! ∈ D:
>(B)(!)6 C0(!)
(2=(2n+1)∧1)−,1 :
2. If B excludes an interval around the origin we have for all ¿ 0 and almost all
! ∈ :
>(B)(!)6 C0(!)
2=(2n+1):
3. If apart from (An) assumption (Bn) is also satis:ed; we have for all ¿ 0 and
almost all ! ∈ :
>(B)(!)6 C0(!)
2=(2n+1):
In all three cases; C0(!) are positive stochastic variables which depend on ; but
which have a common law which does not depend on .
We will prove the three parts of Theorem 4.2 separately.
Proof. Part 1: We have
>(B) =
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(r)
×exp
[
x

∫ t()
r
h(s− r) dWs − =x
2
22
∫ t()
r
h2(s− r) ds
]
dr dF(x):
We change the integration variable r according to r → t()− r to 0nd∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(t()− r)
×exp
[
x

∫ t()
t()− r
h(s− t()+r) dWs− =x
2
22
∫ t()
t()− r
h2(s− t()+r) ds
]
dr dF(x):
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Changing the integration variables in the exponential according to s → t()− s gives
>(B) =
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(t()− r)
×exp
[
x

∫ r
0
h(r − s) dW˜ s −
=x2
22
∫ r
0
h2(r − s) ds
]
dr dF(x); (4.17)
where W˜

s(!)=Wt()(!)−Wt()−s(!) is, in law, again a standard Brownian motion on
this integration interval. For this Brownian motion, we de0ne the processes Zr and Z˜

r
as in (4.10):
Zr =
1
H (r)
(∫ r
0
h(r − s) dW˜ s
)2
; Z˜

r =
1
H (r)
∫ r
0
h(r − s) dW˜ s
and we remark that these stochastic processes depend on , but their laws do not. We
may now write
>(B) =
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(t()− r) exp
[
− =
22
H (r)
(
x − 
=
Z˜

r
)2
+
Zr
2=
]
dr dF(x):
Take a positive ,¡ 12,1. We split the integration interval [0; t()] for r in
I 1 = [0; 
2=(2n+1)−,]; I 2 = [
2=(2n+1)−,; t()]:
This is possible since t()¿t¿2=(2n+1)−, if we choose  small enough. We will
analyse these two integrals separately.
First integral; over I 1 =[0; 
2=(2n+1)−,]: De0ne Rg=sup06u6T g(u), which is 0nite and
strictly positive since g was assumed to be continuous and strictly positive. Then the
integral over I 1 will certainly be smaller than
Rg
(∫
B
dF(x)
)∫
I 1
exp
[
1
2
Zr ==
]
dr:
De0ne
D = {! ∈  : 2=(2n+1)−, 6 r0(!)}; (4.18)
where r0(!) is an abbreviation for the composition of maps r0 ◦ W˜

with r0 the map
on the sample space  that we de0ned in Lemma 4.2. Clearly, we have that
lim↓0 P(D) = 1 and for ! ∈ D we may conclude by Lemma 4.2 that on I 1 we have
exp [ 12Z

r ==] 6 (ln 1=r)
(1=2)K1== which, since r ∈ [0; 2=(2n+1)−,], in turn can be made
smaller than r−(1=4),1 by choosing  small enough. But then we have that on D the
integral over I 1 is smaller than
Rg
∫
I 1
r−(1=4),1 dr =
Rg
1− ,1=4 
(2=(2n+1)−,)(1−(1=4),1):
We chose ,¡ 12,1 so that (2=(2n + 1) − ,)(1 − 14,1)¿ 2=(2n + 1) − ,1 and thus the
integral over I 1 is smaller than Rg=(1− ,1=4)2=(2n+1)−,1 on D.
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Second integral, over I 2 = [
2=(2n+1)−,; t()]: The integral over I 2 is equal to
∫
B
∫
I 2
g(t()− r) exp
[
−=H (r)
22
(
x − 
=
Z˜

r
)2
+
Zr
2=
]
dr dF(x)
6 Rg
∫
I 2
J˜

r
√
22
=H (r)
exp
[
1
2
Zr ==
]
dr; (4.19)
where
J˜

r =
∫
B
√
=H (r)
22
exp
[
−=H (r)
22
(
x − 
=
Z˜

r
)2]
dF(x) (4.20)
is the integral over B of a Gaussian density with respect to the measure dF , with mean
(==)Z˜

r and variance 
2=(=H (r)). For r ∈ I 2 we have, by the second part of Lemma 4.2,
that the mean satis0es
∣∣∣∣ = Z˜r(!)
∣∣∣∣6 = (2=(2n+1)−,)(−n−1=2)
√
K˜

2(!) + K˜1 ln ln(e + −(2=(2n+1)−,))
6
1
=
,(n+1=2)
√
K˜

2(!) + K˜1 ln ln(e + −2); (4.21)
where K2(!) is a stochastic variable which depends on , but its law does not. There
exist constants H˜ ¿ 0 and RH ¿ 0 such that for all t ∈ [0; T ]:
H˜ t2n+1 ¡H (t)¡ RHt2n+1; (4.22)
because this follows for t ∈ [0; Rr0] for Rr0 small enough by (4.11) while on [ Rr0; T ] the
strictly positive continuous function H (t)t−2n−1 attains a minimum and maximum. We
then 0nd for the variance, since r ∈ I 2:
2
=H (r)
6
2
=H (2=(2n+1)−,)
6
2(2n+ 1)
=H˜(2=(2n+1)−,)(2n+1)
=
2n+ 1
=H˜
,(2n+1):
We can now use the coordinate transformation
y =
√
=H (r)
2
(
x − 
=
Z˜

r
)
together with condition (D) in (4.20) to 0nd that
J˜

r 6
∫
R
e−(1=2)y
2
√
2
f
(√
2
=H (r)
y +

=
Z˜

r
)
dy 6 esssupf:
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By (4.19) the integral over I 2 is then smaller than
Rg(esssupf)
√
2
=
∫
I 2
√
H (r)
exp
[
1
2
Zr (!)==
]
dr:
Using (4.22) and applying the second part of Lemma 4.2, we 0nd that this is smaller
than
Rg(esssup f)
√
2
=
∫
I 2
√
H (r)
exp
[
1
2=
(
K2(!) + K1 ln ln
(
e +
1
r
))]
dr
6 Rg (esssupf)
√
2
=
e(1=2)K

2(!)==(ln (e + 1=2=(2n+1)−,))(1=2)K1==
×
∫ T
2=(2n+1)−,
1√
H˜
r−n−1=2 dr:
For n = 12 we have

∫ T
2=(2n+1)−,
r−n−1=2 dr =
1
1
2 − n
(T 1=2−n − 2=(2n+1)+,(n−1=2));
which proves the result if n¿ 12 and also for n¡
1
2 if we chose , small enough, such
that ,(n− 12 )¿ −,1. For n= 12 we 0nd

∫ T
2=(2n+1)−,
r−n−1=2 dr = (ln T − ln 2=(2n+1)−,):
The 0rst part of the theorem is now proven since we already established that the
integral over I 1 is smaller than Rg=(1− ,1=4)2=(2n+1)−,1 .
Part 3: As in previous lemmas, we will prove the case n¿ 0; the case n=0 can be
handled analogously. Condition (An) implies that there exists a strictly positive RK ¡∞
such that |h′(t)|=tn−1 ¡ RK for t ∈ ]0; T ] since this is certainly true for an interval around
zero, and then by continuity on the compact interval [t0; T ]. We also saw in (4.22)
that on the same interval H (t)=t2n+1 ¿H˜ for some H˜ ¿ 0. From (4.17) and (4.8) we
then 0nd
>(B)
=
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(t()− r)exp
[
x

∫ r
0
h(r − s) dW˜ s −
=x2
22
∫ r
0
h2(r − s) ds
]
dr dF(x)
6
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(t()− r)exp
[ |x|

∫ r
0
|h′(r − s)||W˜ s| ds−
=x2
22
H˜ r2n+1
]
dr dF(x)
6
∫
B
∫ t()
0
g(t()− r)exp
[ |x|

RK
∫ r
0
(r − s)n−1|W˜ s| ds−
=x2
22
H˜ r2n+1
]
dr dF(x):
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We change the variables according to r = 2=(2n+1)u and s= 2=(2n+1)& to 0nd that
>(B)6 Rg2=(2n+1)
×
∫
B
∫ T=2=(2n+1)
0
exp
[
RK |x|
∫ u
0
(u− &)n−1|Wˆ &| d&−
1
2
=x2H˜u2n+1
]
du dF(x);
(4.23)
where we have denoted Wˆ

t = 
−1=(2n+1)W˜

t2=(2n+1) for the transformed Brownian motion
process which is again, in law, a Brownian motion. We rescale the integration variable
again using &= uq to 0nd∫ u
0
(u− &)n−1|Wˆ &| d& = un−1
∫ 1
0
(1− q)n−1|Wˆ uq|u dq
6K3
√
u2n+1 ln ln (e + u+ u−1);
where
K3(!) = lim sup
u¿0
∫ 1
0
(1− q)n−1
∣∣∣∣∣ Wˆ

uq(!)√
u ln ln (u+ u−1 + e)
∣∣∣∣∣ dq
is an almost surely 0nite stochastic variable, since by Strassen’s theorem the lim sup
is 0nite for u ↓ 0 and u ↑ ∞ and since the function is continuous in u it will certainly
be 0nite on any bounded interval excluding the origin.
We can thus bound the argument of the exponential in (4.23) as follows:
RK |x|
∫ u
0
(u− &)n−1|Wˆ &| d&−
1
2
=x2H˜u2n+1
6 sup
u¿0
( RK |x|K3
√
u2n+1 ln ln (e + u+ u−1)− 14=x2H˜u2n+1)− 14=x2H˜u2n+1:
(4.24)
Tedious but straightforward calculations show that a maximum in u for the 0rst term
on the right-hand side is attained for
u= K4(!)|x|−2=(2n+1)(1 + &(|x|));
where K4(!) is a strictly positive 0nite stochastic variable which does not depend on
x, and &(|x|) is a function which vanishes for |x| → 0 and |x| → ∞. We therefore 0nd,
using the fact that
√
y 6 1 + y for all y ¿ 0,
|x| RK
∫ u
0
(u− &)n−1|Wˆ &| d&− 12=x
2H˜u2n+1
6 1 + K5(!)(1 + ln ln (e + K

6(!)(|x|2=(2n+1) + |x|−2=(2n+1))))− 14=x2H˜u2n+1
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for suitably chosen positive random variables K5(!) and K

6(!). But then, by (4.23)
>(B)6 Rg2=(2n+1)
×
∫
B
∫ ∞
0
exp [1 + K5(!)(1 + ln ln(e + K

6(!)(|x|2=(2n+1) + |x|−2=(2n+1))))
− 14=x2H˜u2n+1] du dF(x)
= Rg2=(2n+1)
(∫ ∞
0
exp
[
1− 1
4
=H˜s2n+1
]
ds
)
×
(∫
B
|x|−2=(2n+1) [e1 ln(e + K6(!)(|x|2=(2n+1) + |x|−2=(2n+1)))]K5(!) dF(x)
)
;
where we used the transformation u = |x|2=(2n+1)s. Condition (Bn) guarantees that the
right-hand side is smaller than 2=(2n+1) times a 0nite positive random variable C0(!)
whose law does not depend on , and the result is thus proven.
Part 2: If B excludes an interval I around the origin, we may change the proba-
bility measure dF in the de0nition of > to a new probability measure dF˜ which is
proportional to dF outside I , and which assigns measure zero to I . Since this does not
change the de0nition of >, and since the measure dF˜ clearly satis0es condition (Bn),
the second part of the theorem immediately follows from the third part.
5. Proofs of the main theorems
In the previous section we characterized the asymptotic behaviour of the stochastic
integral in the exponent 6t (x; r) which de0ned the change of measure that we used to
0nd the conditional distribution:
6t (x; r) = xX
∫ t
r∨
h(s− r)h(s− ) ds+ x
∫ t
r
h(s− r) dWs
− 1
2
x2
∫ t
r
h2(s− r) ds: (5.1)
In particular, we analysed how measures >, de0ned in (4.16) as integrals over ex-
ponential functions of this stochastic integral, behave for small . To prove the main
theorems of this paper, we will also need bounds on the deterministic integrals in
(5.1) for x in small intervals containing or excluding X , at times +)() in a correct
time scale )() which vanishes with . The following lemma provides such results. Its
proof is elementary but tedious and we will therefore omit it here; it can be found in
Vellekoop (1997).
Lemma 5.1. Let n ¿ 0 and let the function h :R → R satisfy assumptions (An)
and (C). Let ) :R+ → R+ be a strictly positive continuous function such that
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lim↓0 )() = 0. Take :xed ¿ 0 and X ∈ R \ {0} and de:ne for 06 r 6 + )()
and all B ∈ R
U˜
B
+)()(x; r) = xX
∫ +)()
r∨
h(s− r)h(s− ) ds
− 1
2
(1− B)x2
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds: (5.2)
We then have for all ,¿ 0 that
lim sup
↓0
B↓0
sup
|X−x|¿,
r∈[0;+)()]
U˜
B
+)()(x; r)
)()2n+1
¡
X 2
4n+ 2
; (5.3)
lim inf
↓0
−B↓0
sup
|X−x|6,
r∈[;+)()]
U˜
B
+)()(x; r)
)()2n+1
¿
X 2
4n+ 2
: (5.4)
Using this lemma, and the ones proven before, we can now state and prove the main
result of this paper, Theorem 3.1. We will 0rst prove results (3.3) and (3.5), and then
later (3.2) and (3.4).
Proof of Theorem 3.1, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5). De0ne for general Borel-measurable
sets B
%+)()(B) =
D(B) + 1− G(+ )())
D(R) + 1− G(+ )()) (5.5)
with
D(B) = D1(B) + D

2(B); (5.6)
D1(B) =
∫
B
∫ 
0
exp
[6+)()(x; r)
2
]
g(r) dr dF(x); (5.7)
D2(B) =
∫
B
∫ +)()

exp
[6+)()(x; r)
2
]
g(r) dr dF(x) (5.8)
and where, as we de0ned before in (5.1),
6+)()(x; r)
2
=
xX
2
∫ +)()
r∨
h(s− r)h(s− ) ds− x
2
22
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds
+
x

∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs:
We now de0ne B, = [X − ,; X + ,], and we thus have to prove that
lim
↓0
%+)()(B
c
,) = 0 (5.9)
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in law. Since the limit is a constant, convergence in probability then follows. Without
loss of generality, we choose ,¡ |X |, and since
%+)()(B
c
,)6
D(Bc,)
D2(B,)
+
1− G(+ )())
D2(B,)
; (5.10)
it is enough to show that both terms on the right hand side converge to zero in law
when  vanishes. We will therefore prove that for +¿ 1 in case II and + =∞ in
case I:
lim sup
↓0
c() ln
D(Bc,)
D2(B,)
¡ 0; (5.11)
lim sup
↓0
c() ln
1− G(+ )())
D2(B,)
¡ 0; (5.12)
in law, where c() is a function which converges to zero as  vanishes:
c() =
2(2n+ 1)2
)()2n+1
: (5.13)
To show that c() does indeed converge to zero, we rewrite it as
c() =
(
 ()
)()
)2n+1 2(2n+ 1)2
 ()2n+1
=
(
 ()
)()
)2n+1 (2n+ 1)X 2
ln 1=2
(5.14)
and note that +¿ 1 implies that  ()=)()¡ 2 for  small enough. We shall prove
(5.11) and (5.12) by 0rst deriving an upper bound on D(Bc,) and a lower bound on
D2(B,).
Upper bound for D(Bc,): To analyse D
(Bc,) we decompose the argument of the
exponential in its integrand into two parts:
6+)()(x; r)
2
=
U˜ +)()(x; r)
2
+
6˜

+)()(x; r)
2
; (5.15)
where
U˜ +)()(x; r)
def= xX
∫ +)()
r∨
h(s− r)h(s− ) ds− 1
2
(1− B)x2
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds;
6˜

+)()(x; r)
def= x
∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs − 12Bx
2
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds
as in (5.2) and (4.15), and where 0¡B¡ 1 is a constant that we will choose later
on, and which we will suppress in the notation of U˜ +)() and 6˜

+)(). By Lemma 5.1
there exist 0; B0; E1 ¿ 0 such that for 0¡¡0 and 0¡B¡B0 we have
sup
x∈Bc,
r∈[0;+)()]
U˜ +)()(x; r)
2
6
X 2 − E21
c()
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and this implies that we have, choosing 0 so small that )()¡ 1:
D(Bc,)6 exp
[
X 2 − E21
c()
] ∫
Bc,
∫ +)()
0
exp
[
6˜

+)()(x; r)
2
]
g(r) dr dF(x):
We apply Theorem 4.2 to the right hand side of this expression, to 0nd that
D(Bc,)6 exp
[
X 2 − E21
c()
]
C0(!)
F (5.16)
on a set D ⊆  with lim↓0 P(D) = 1, for random variables C0(!) which have a
common law which is independent of , and F= (2=(2n+ 1) ∧ 1)− ,1 in case I (with
,1 an arbitrarily small constant), and F= 2=(2n+ 1) in case II.
Lower bound for D2(B,): Now that we have found an upper bound for the numerator
in (5.11), we have to 0nd a lower bound for the denominator D2(B,). We use the same
decomposition as before
D2(B,) =
∫
B,
∫ +)()

g(r) exp
[
U˜ +)()(x; r)
2
+
6˜

+)()(x; r)
2
]
dr dF(x);
but this time we take B to be negative. According to (5.4) there exist 1; B1 ¿ 0 such
that for 0¡¡1 and −B1 ¡B¡ 0 we have
sup
x∈B,
r∈[;+)()]
U˜ +)()(x; r)
2
¿
X 2 − #2
c()
(5.17)
for an arbitrarily small #¿ 0, while for such a 0xed strictly negative B¿ − B1 we
have
6˜

+)()(x; r)
2
=
x

∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs + 12 |B|x
2
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds
¿
x

∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs:
We change coordinates according to r= +)()(1− v) with v ∈ [0; 1] to 0nd that this
is larger than
x

∫ +)()
+)()(1−v)
h(s− − )()(1− v)) dWs law= x
∫ v)()
0
h(v)()− u) dW˜ u;
where we have used the change of variables u= +)()− s. Since )() vanishes with
, we use Lemma 4.1 and the fact that x ∈ [X − ,; X + ,] to conclude it is larger than
−|X |+ ,

2
√
2(v)())n+1=2
√
ln ln 1=(v)())
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on the set D which we de0ned earlier in (4.18), if we make sure that we have that
{! ∈ : )() 6 r0 ◦ W˜ (!)} ⊇ D for the r0(!) that we de0ned in (4.12). Since
(xn+1=2 ln ln 1=x) is increasing around x = 0 for all n¿ 0, this is larger than
−|X |+ ,

2
√
2)()n+1=2
√
ln ln 1=()()) def= − d():
We de0ne a new scaled version of U˜ +)() in the new v-coordinate which we de0ned
earlier by r = + )()(1− v):
RU

(x; v) = U˜ +)()(x; + )()(1− v))c()2
and according to (5.17), this expression has a supremum on the integration interval
v ∈ [0; 1] which satis0es
sup
x∈B,
v∈[0;1]
RU

(x; v)¿ X 2 − #2 (5.18)
for arbitrarily small #¿ 0. We conclude that
D2(B,)¿ g˜
)() exp [− d()]
∫
B,
∫ 1
0
exp
[
RU

(x; v)
c()
]
dv dF(x); (5.19)
where
g˜  = inf
06v61
g(+ )()(1− v))
is a strictly positive constant which converges to g()¿ 0 as  vanishes, since g(u)
was assumed to be strictly positive and continuous for all u¿ 0.
Proof of (5.11). By (5.16) and (5.19) we have on D:
D(Bc,)
D2(B,)
6
C0(!)
F exp [(X 2 − E21)=c()]
g˜ )() exp [− d()] ∫B, ∫ 10 exp [ RU(x; v)=c()] dv dF(x) ;
so
c() ln
D(Bc,)
D2(B,)
6 c() ln
C0(!)
g˜ 
+ c()d() + (X 2 − E21)
+ c() ln
F
)()
− c() ln
∫
B,
∫ 1
0
exp
[
RU

(x; v)
c()
]
dv dF(x):
(5.20)
The 0rst term on the right hand side converges to zero in law when  vanishes, since
the random variables C0(!) have a common law which does not depend on , while
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g˜  converges to g(). The second term converges to zero, since for  small enough we
have that 1=)()6 2= () since +¿ 1 and we then have
c()d() =
( |X |+ ,

2
√
2)()n+1=2
√
ln ln 1=)()
)
2(2n+ 1)2
)()2n+1
= (8n+ 4)(|X |+ ,)
√
2
√
ln ln 1=)()
)()n+1=2
 ()n+1=2√
(2=X 2) ln 1=2
6 (8n+ 4)(|X |+ ,)2n+1
√
ln ln 2= ()
(2=X 2) ln 1=2
(5.21)
and this clearly converges to zero, by the de0nition of  () in (3.1). For the fourth
term on the right hand side of (5.20) we 0nd
lim sup
↓0
c() ln
F
)()
6 lim
↓0
c()
(
F ln + ln
2
 ()
)
= lim
↓0
c()
(
F ln + ln 2 + ln
(
X 2
22 ln 1=2
)1=(2n+1))
(5:14)
= lim
↓0
(
 ()
)()
)2n+1 (2n+ 1)X 2
(−2) ln 
(
F ln − 2
2n+ 1
ln 
+
1
2n+ 1
ln
(
X 2
2 ln 1=2
)
+ ln 2
)
=
X 2
+2n+1
(
1− F
(
n+
1
2
))
: (5.22)
Since dF(]X − 8; X + 8[)¿ 0 for all 8¿ 0 with probability one, we have by a sim-
ple application of Laplace’s asymptotic method (see for example Vellekoop, 1997 for
details) that the last term in (5.20) converges almost surely to
−lim
↓0
c() ln
∫
B,
∫ 1
0
exp
[
RU

(x; v)
c()
]
dv dF(x) = − sup
x∈B,
v∈[0;1]
RU

(x; v)
6−(X 2 − #2) (5.23)
for arbitrarily small #¿ 0, by (5.18). We conclude from (5.20) that
lim sup
↓0
c() ln
D(Bc,)
D2(B,)
6 #2 − E21 +
X 2
+2n+1
(
1− F (n+ 12)) : (5.24)
The right hand side is equal to #2 − E21 since in case I we have +=∞ while in case
II we have 1− F(n+ 12) = 0. This proves (5.11), if we choose #¡E1.
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Proof of (5.12). We have by (5.19)
1− G(+ )())
D2(B,)
6
1
g˜  )() exp [− d()] ∫B, ∫ 10 exp [ RU(x; v)=c()] dv dF(x) ;
(5.25)
so
c() ln
1− G(+ )())
D2(B,)
6−c() ln g˜  + c()d() + c() ln 1
)()
− c() ln
∫
B,
∫ 1
0
exp
[
RU

(x; v)
c()
]
dv dF(x):
The 0rst two terms on the right hand side converge to zero when  vanishes, and for
the third term we 0nd, substituting F= 0 in (5.22), that
lim sup
↓0
c() ln
1
)()
6
X 2
+2n+1
; (5.26)
which is strictly smaller than X 2 since +¿ 1. The limit of the last term can be made
smaller than −(X 2 − #2) for arbitrarily small # by (5.23), so the sum of these two
terms can be made strictly negative by choosing # small enough. This then proves
(5.12), and results (3.3) and (3.5) of the theorem now follow.
Proof of Theorem 3.1, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4). De0ne RB, = [ − ,; ,]. Since (3.4) follows
from (3.2) we only need to prove that
lim
↓0
%+)()( RB
c
,) = 0;
in law, when (An) is satis0ed. Since
%+)()( RB
c
,)6
1
1− G(+ )())
∫
RBc,
∫ +)()
0
g(r) exp
[6+)()(x; r)
2
]
dr dF(x)
and since 1−G(+)()) converges to 1−G()¿ 0 by our assumptions on G, it will
be enough to prove that for +¡ 1 the integral on the right hand side vanishes with ,
in law. Completing the square in x in expression (5.1) shows that for any 0¡B¡ 1
and 06 r 6 + )() we have
6+)()(x; r)6
X 2
2(1− B)
∫ )()
0
h2(s) ds+ x
∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs
−1
2
Bx2
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds: (5.27)
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Consequently, we have by Theorem 4.2, since RB
c
, = [ − ,; ,]c excludes an interval
around the origin,
∫
RBc,
∫ +)()
0
g(r) exp
[6+)()(x; r)
2
]
dr dF(x);
6 exp
[
X 2
2(1− B)2
∫ )()
0
h2(s) ds
]
×
∫
RBc,
∫ +)()
0
g(r) exp
[
x

∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs
−B x
2
22
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds
]
dr dF(x)
6 exp
[
X 2
2(1− B)2H ()())
]
C0(!)
2=(2n+1);
on a set D such that lim↓0 P(D) = 1, for random variables C0(!) which have a
common law which does not depend on . By (4.11), we can choose an arbitrarily small
8¿ 0 to 0nd that for  small enough we have H ()())6 [(1+ 8)2=(2n+1)])()2n+1,
so
∫
RBc,
∫ +)()
0
g(r) exp
[6+)()(x; r)
2
]
dr dF(x)
6 exp
[
(1 + 8)2
1− B
X 2)()2n+1
2(2n+ 1)2
]
C0(!) 
2=(2n+1)
=C0(!) exp
[(
(1 + 8)2
1− B
)()2n+1
 ()2n+1
− 1
)
ln
1
2=(2n+1)
]
and since )()2n+1= ()2n+1 → +2n+1 ¡ 1 the result now follows immediately if we
choose 8 and B small enough.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We remark that due to (4.5)
1− J +)()
J +)()
=
1− G(+ )())
D(R) 6
1− G(+ )())
D2(B,)
:
If +¿ 1 and (An) is satis0ed, we see from (5.12) and (5.13) that the right hand side
converges to zero for vanishing , so in this case J +)() converges to one. To show
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when J +)() converges to zero, we remark that using the bounds derived in (5.27),
and Theorem 4.2, we 0nd
D(R)6 exp
[
X 2
2(1− B)2
∫ )()
0
h2(s) ds
]∫
R
∫ +)()
0
g(r)
×exp
[
x

∫ +)()
r
h(s− r) dWs − B x
2
22
∫ +)()
r
h2(s− r) ds
]
dr dF(x)
6 exp
[
X 2
2(1− B)2H ()())
]
C0(!)
F;
on a set D such that lim↓0 P(D) = 1, with C0(!) positive stochastic variables with
a common law which does not depend on , and where F= (2=(2n+ 1) ∧ 1)− ,1 for
arbitrarily small ,1 in case I, and F= 2=(2n+ 1) in case II. We then have for  small
enough:
D(R)6C0(!) exp
[
(1 + 8)2
1− B
X 2)()2n+1
2(2n+ 1)2
]
F
= C0(!) exp
[(
(1 + 8)2
(1− B)
)()2n+1
 ()2n+1
−
(
n+
1
2
)
F
)
ln
1
2=(2n+1)
]
for arbitrarily small 8. This shows that D(R)→ 0 in law, and thus J +)() → 0 in law,
if +2n+1 ¡ (n + 12)F, since we can then make the argument of the exponential go to
−∞ by taking B and 8 small enough. In case II we have (n+ 12)F= 1, while in case
I we have that (n+ 12)F= ((n+
1
2)∧ 1)− (n+ 12),1 and we can make this larger than
+2n+1 by choosing ,1 small enough. This proves the result.
Proof of Theorem 3.3, Eqs. (3.9) and (4.6). Since by (4.6)
J a;+)()
1− J a;+)()
=
Da(R)
1− G(+ )()) (5.28)
with
Da(R) =
∫ +)()
0
g(r) exp
[6+)()(a; r)
2
]
dr;
we will prove that Da(R) converges to plus in0nity in law when +a ¿ 1. If we de0ne,
as we did in Eq. (5.13) of the proof of Theorem 3.1,
c() =
2(2n+ 1)2
)()2n+1
;
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it will be enough to prove that
lim inf
↓0
c() ln Da(R)¿ 0; (5.29)
in law.
Take an a and X and let u∗ 6 1 be a value of u in the de0nition of S(X; a) where
the maximum is attained. Such a value u∗ exists since we assumed S(X; a) to be 0nite
and strictly positive, and one may easily show that Su(X; a) will become negative when
u → −∞. We have
Da(R) =
∫ +)()
0
g(r) exp
[6+)()(a; r)
2
]
dr
¿)() Tg 
∫ 1
u∗−1
exp
[6+)()(a; + u)())
2
]
du; (5.30)
where we have changed variables according to r − = u)(), and where
Tg  = inf
u∈[u∗−1;1]
g(+ u)())
is strictly positive, and converges to g()¿ 0 when  vanishes. To use this coordinate
transformation, we must make sure that + u)() stays positive for u ∈ [u∗− 1; 1] but
this can always be achieved by choosing  small enough. But some simple changes of
integration variables show that
6+)()(a; + u)())
2
=
)()2n+1
2(2n+ 1)2
(
aX (4n+ 2)
∫ 1
u∨0
vn(v− u)n dv− a2(1− u)2n+1
)
+
a

∫ (1−u))()
0
((1− u))()− v)n dW˜ v;
where we have denoted W˜

v=W+)()−W+)()−v. We conclude, using Lemma 4.1 and
the fact that for u ∈ [u∗ − 1; 1] we have (1− u))()¡ (2− u∗))(), that
6+)()(a; + u)()
2
¿
0u(X; a)
c()
− d˜() (5.31)
with
d˜() =
|a|

2
√
2(2− u∗)n+1=2)()n+1=2
√
ln ln
1
(2− u∗))()
on a set D ⊆  such that lim↓0 P(D) = 1. Substituting this in (5.30) gives
Da(R)¿ )() Tg
 exp [− d˜()]
∫ 1
u∗−1
exp
[
0u(X; a)
c()
]
du:
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De0ne as before
+= lim
↓0
)()
 ()
⇒ +a = +
(
0(X; a)
X 2
)1=(2n+1)
: (5.32)
We can now prove (5.29), since
c() ln Da(R)¿ c() ln Tg
 − c()d˜() + c() ln)()
+ c() ln
∫ 1
u∗−1
exp
[
0u(X; a)
c()
]
du:
The 0rst term on the right hand side converges to zero when  vanishes, since Tg 
converges to g(), the second term converges to zero by an argument similar to (5.21),
the limit inferior of the third term is larger than −X 2+−(2n+1) by (5.22), and the last
term converges to
sup
u∈[u∗−1;1]
0u(X; a) = 0u∗(X; a) = 0(X; a);
so
lim inf
↓0
c() ln Da(R)¿ 0(X; a)− +−(2n+1)X 2
and the right hand side of this equation is strictly positive since 1¿+−(2n+1)a and
(5.32) together imply that
1¿+−(2n+1)a = +
−(2n+1) X
2
0(X; a)
: (5.33)
This proves (3.9). The proof of (3.8) is similar; for details see Vellekoop (1997).
For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: Vellekoop and Clark,
1996; Vellekoop and Clark, 1997.
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